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NEW QUESTION: 1
An architect is evaluating a company's business requirements
against its marketing technology investment.
The architect notes that the company has integrated Adobe
Analytics and Adobe Target but that they are not currently
leveraging Adobe Audience Manager (AAM).
Which three business requirements suggest a need for AAM?
(Choose three.)
A. Enriching first party data with third party demographics
B. Promoting personalized content on the same hit
C. Tracking user behavior on the company's web properties
D. Managing user fatigue with frequency capping
E. Incorporating CRM data with hundreds of attributes
F. Sharing audiences across the Experience Cloud
Answer: B,D,F

NEW QUESTION: 2
The IBM Sterling B2B Integration portfolio connects people,
processes, and technology to enable seamless and secure
integration of key business processes. This is done by the

portfolio's ability to integrate and connect _________________.
A. a company's ERP to their CRM system
B. any partner, any system, anywhere
C. community services
D. a company's larger trading partners
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3

A. Switch-to-Switch Connectivity
B. VLAN ACL Port ACL
C. Switch Virtual Interface
D. Access Vlans
E. Port Security
F. Loop Prevention
G. NTP
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following is used to identify a particular 802.11
wireless LAN?
A. Basic Service Set (BSS)
B. Basic Service Set Identifier (BSSID)
C. Independent Basic Service Set (IBSS)
D. Service Set Identifier (SSID)
Answer: D
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